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                                            Lesson #98 U.S. History  
                                             War in Pacific - Views  
 
1941 
December  7,    Pearl Harbor  
December  8,    Philippines  
December 11,   Germany Declared War of United States 
                           U.S. asked Soviets to attack Japan – refused  
                           U.S. had no long-term plan for Pacific until 1943 
                              Admiral Nimitz command in Central Pacific 
                              General MacArthur command in South Pacific  
Japanese War Aims: 1. End European (white) control in Asia 
                                     2. Expand Japan’s economic markets 
                                     3. Increase Japan’s political influence in the world  
Japanese Military: 

• Army held narrow view of geo-world – trained at home 
• Army had main thrust into China with 2 million men 
• Tactics – hard and fast with unpredictable close combat as main weapon – 

spirit/mobility/ surprise – 3-6 a.m. when metabolic rate lowest 
• Officers better off – on by-passed islands 38% of officers died of starvation – while 

74% of enlisted men died – not all of these willing 
• Held view that tanks were of little value and should be light weight 
• Zero was faster and most maneuverable plane in world – cut armor for speed 
• Did not use best pilots for training – no replacements at end 
• Held view of “Decisive Battle” training would led to victory 
• “Decisive Battle” plan did not allow for construction of merchant fleet for supply of 

oil and materials 
• Washington Naval Conference – aircraft carriers  
• Required one man to supply one man in field 
• Every man in field had 2 pounds of equipment 
• Fear of tanks 
• Navy held world view – intelligence often ignored – documents written as if no 

enemy would read them 
• Japanese POW’s volunteered information – never told what to do if captured 
• Submarine used as supply or scouting weapon – not as attack weapon 
• Torpedo “Long Lance” oxygen driven 20 miles – best U.S. 8 miles 
• Submarine periscope at 20 feet 

      Japanese officers in Navy were required to slap enlisted men in face five times for not 
saluting officer. 
      Japanese pilots who were captured and escaped were sent back out as unprotected 
scouts for failure to die and being captured. 
      Japanese military refused to adjust to situations and stayed with plan to the end 
Promotion were made by seniority  
Officers Training : British Officers    1,372 hours in classroom and    245 in private 
                                 Japanese Officers 3,382 hours in classroom and 2,765 in private     
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Japanese view of Americans 
Arrogant & Ugly  
Morally weak in character – would not stand and fight 
Japanese Problems: 
USSR had been Japan’s main target – military budget was 69% of government 
Navy short of officers at start of war and 80% oil was imported from U.S.  
No plan for spare parts 
Electronics not a priority 
Zero was fast because of armor protection removed for speed  
Lack of man power 
Lack of manufacturing potential 
Lack of oil  
It was a duty to die for the emperor.  
1940 occupation of Indo-China – Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere  
1941 FDR froze Japanese assets in U.S. 
      Japanese production was in worst shape = One Mitsubishi aircraft plant produce 
planes 25 miles from nearest airfield and planes had to be pulled to airfield by ox in time 
they started using Percheron horses. 
      Japan built 16 total carriers during the war. The Akizuki class destroyer was the best in 
the war and more of these could have made a difference.  
 
United States Military 

• Had Japanese code – Magic 
• 18 men to supply one man in field 
• each soldier had 4 tons of equipment backing him up 
• fear bayonet 
• Rushed into battle to unbalance enemy – caused hardship on troops in jungle- 

poorly supplied and lacked mental conditioning for jungle combat 
• Naval leaders did not admire General MacArthur – did not work well together 
• Competition between branches of military – Pentagon answer to problem  
• Navy given Central Pacific – drive on Guadalcanal  
• Army given South Pacific – drive on Solomons  
• Sea Bee’s formed as construction unit during battle – air strip in 3 weeks 
• Navy did admire Gen. MacArthur – competition for resources  
• Navy Central Pacific – drive on Guadalcanal 
• Army Southern Pacific  - drive on Solomons 
• U.S. men feared bayonet attack 

U.S. Navy  
    “Brown Shoes” air wing officers                      “Black Shoes”  ship officers  
    “Ring Knockers” graduates of Annapolis       “90 Day Wonders” college ROTC  
Promotions in Navy by ship duty  - Seniority Academy year of graduation and then the 
political influence.     
Promotions in Army by Staff Work 
Above Captain in Navy and Colonel in Army and Marine Corp the promotion had more 
military politics influence.  
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Pacific war with split command across the board: 
   Army (south Pacific) and Navy (central Pacific)  
   Submarines under Peral control – merchant ship main targets  
 
Pacific Command divided between Admirals Spruance & Halsey  
Task Force # 58  Admiral Spruance – 5th Fleet – “Brown Shoes”  for Battleships 
Task Force #38 Admiral Halsey 3rd Fleet – “Black Shoes” for Carrier Ships   
           Halsey “Kill Japs, Kill Japs, and Kill more Japs”  
           Signs messages with “Keep’em Dying”  
28   Carriers 
23   Battleships 
72   Cruisers 
377 Destroyers 
232 Submarines  
420 Convoy Escorts 
Plus 33,993,230 tons of Merchant shipping by 1945  
        Air Craft Carrier life 20 years  
                U.S. built by 1944                                   Japan built 
                    14 new carriers                               6 new carriers 
                      9 light carriers 
                    66 escort carriers 
    British carriers landed plane an took to elevator before landing the next plane 
    U.S. carriers landed plane and pushed it forward to land the next plane  
    U.S. Carriers had wooden flight deck and other navies had Armor decks  
 
U.S. view of Japanese: 
Funny looking 
Buckteeth 
Nearsighted 
Arrogant 
Un-imaginative 
Un-able to adjust to new situations 
Hardliner’s in U.S. were Stinson and Morgenthau 
Moderates were Hull, Wells and Crew 
 
American Problems:  
Submarine Scandal – torpedo’s failed to explode or explode premature and would run to 
deep to hit target  - October 1942 the USS Trigger fired a torpedo that had its rudder jam 
and then circle back on the sub – to be saved by the failed detonation. The problem not 
addressed until 1943  
 
Hero Images in the Press of MacArthur and Halsey: 
      There was no investigation about the loss of the Philippines and there were several on 
Pearl Harbor’s failures. Instead MacArthur was given the Medal Of Honor in Australia.  
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      MacArthur’s image and vanity filled with “props” were the Philippine Field Marshal 
Cap, the leather flight jacket, aviator sunglasses and the corn-cob pipes. Photos of him 
were taken at a low angle so that he looked taller and his cap rarely came off for he had a 
“combover”. He did not like it to be shown. His reports of progress were filled with him.  
      Action reports showing him at the front were at best misleading. A field exercise in 
Australia was presented as him at the combat front in newsreel.  
 
At the Battle of the Bismarck Sea the MacArthur report stated that: 
           12 Transports were sunk or damaged 
             3 Light cruisers were sunk or damaged 
             7 Destroyers sunk or damaged 
         102 Aircraft shot down 
    15,000 troops killed or captured  
 Actual facts were: 
             8 Transports sunk 
             4 Escort Destroyers sunk 
            20 Aircraft  
       8,000 Troops  
               When the report was challenged by others. MacArthur threaten to go to public.  
      In 1944 MacArthur and the Republican Party were moving MacArthur into position as 
a “Dark Horse” in the election. Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg, Congressmen Hamilton 
Fish, Carl Vinson and Congresswoman Clare Booth Luce and newspaper magnet William 
H. Hearst were behind the plot.  
      This had the memory of General George McClellan in 1864 venture into politics. The 
nomination of Dewey ended the move to place MacArthur on the ticket – he was place on to 
state tickets.  
      The war plans in the Pacific shifted to election politics. MacArthur resented the 
European first policy and, in the Pacific, he pushed for the Philippines. The Navy wanted  
the central Pacific and to take Micronesia to Marianas to Formosa (Taiwan) as a 
springboard to Mainland China to force Japan to surrender without an invasion of Japan. 
Later they shifted to Iwo Jima as a springboard.  
      MacArthur saw Roosevelts in 1944 and said he would not make a full term if elected. 
FDR was diagnose with Congestive Heart Failure and at that time 2 years was a good 
prognosis. MacArthur used the anti-Semitic term “Rosenfell” at times referring to FDR.  
      MacArthur called to Peral Harbor with a meeting with President and military 
leadership. When MacArthur landed, he was told that the President was waiting and they 
should go. MacArthur said he was going to his room to clean up and rest that FDR could 
call him. When MacArthur did show up in was a staged event with an escort with sirens 
blazing and MacArthur sitting in the back seat of a convertible. FDR greeted MacArthur 
with “Douglas” and MacArthur return the greeting with “Franklin”  both men wanted 
their title. FDR always greed others with their first name and wanted to be address as Mr. 
President.  
 
      Admiral Halsey sailed into a typhon or “plowed” and lost 793 men , three destroyers 
were sunk and 30 others damaged – the press created hero images that once created had to 
stay.   


